Using quality improvement to pursue equity: lessons from healthcare

Abstract
Against a backdrop of stalling life expectancy, the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the need to tackle inequities in healthcare. Quality improvement has become an increasingly recognised way of tackling complex problems in healthcare. This article presents a step-by-step approach for the use of quality improvement to pursue equity at an NHS provider in England. The Model for Improvement was used to set an aim, develop a theory of change and measures, and test change ideas through plan-do-study-act cycles. A five-step sequence of improvement was used to provide a structured approach to identifying and tackling problems. Projects were designed to use a time series testing strategy in which baseline data were collected, a change was introduced and data continued to be collected over time to assess improvement. The results of three teams that have demonstrated sustained improvements were analysed using statistical process control charts. The teams’ achievements included a 27% increase in access to early intervention mental health services for ethnic minority groups; a 92% reduction in racist incidents on inpatient wards; and a reduction in the gap between cervical screening rates for different age groups from 8% to 3%. Quality improvement offers those closest to the delivery of care a way of systematically making improvements in equity. Further opportunities for the field include the use of experimental designs to test combinations of interventions and potential scalability of quality improvement methods across systems with multiple partners.
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Introduction
Health inequalities can be defined as differences in health between groups that are unnecessary, avoidable, unfair and unjust (Whitehead, 1992). Such groups may be defined by geographical area, socioeconomic circumstances, or demographic characteristics such as ethnicity, age, gender or sexual orientation. For example, men residing in the most deprived areas of England live an average of 9.4 years less than those in the least deprived areas (The Health Foundation, 2022). Meanwhile, those of South Asian ethnicity have a higher risk of developing cardiovascular disease than other ethnicities in the UK (Razieh et al, 2022). The COVID-19 pandemic both highlighted and exacerbated health inequities in England (Chaudhuri et al, 2021). The UK government has outlined a national approach to reducing geographic inequalities by shifting resources to ‘forgotten’ communities (UK Government, 2022), while NHS England (2023) has launched the Core20 Plus5 national approach to support integrated care systems to target health inequalities. As part of this approach, five key clinical areas have been identified: maternity; severe mental illness; chronic respiratory disease; early cancer diagnosis; and hypertension.

Quality improvement to pursue equity
While the rationale for addressing inequity is largely undisputed, the way to achieve this is less certain. Hirschhorn et al (2021) suggested that healthcare inequity should be approached in a wider quality management system that considers quality planning, quality assurance and quality improvement. There is clearly an important role for quality planning in addressing inequities. This approach involves forming a deep understanding of the needs of the population, scanning the available evidence and designing the structures and processes required to meet these needs (Shah, 2020). However, the strategic nature of planning processes to tackle inequalities at a high level may leave frontline healthcare
practitioners feeling that they have little opportunity to influence inequities (Ford et al, 2021). The Royal College of Physicians highlighted that only 26% of clinicians felt equipped to tackle health inequalities in their practice (Birtles, 2023).

The authors believe that quality improvement can be used to identify and address inequities in healthcare. Quality improvement is a systematic method that can be used to address complex problems by involving people closest to the issue, developing and testing creative ideas through rapid cycles of testing and learning, and measuring improvement over time (Shah, 2020). Quality improvement has been used to tackle variation and improve outcomes in a range of areas, including asthma services (Aurelio et al, 2023), intensive care units (Tuma et al, 2023), inpatient mental health wards (Taylor-Watt et al, 2017) and human immunodeficiency virus services (Webster et al, 2012).

There have been some attempts to use quality improvement to improve equity (Siegel et al, 2012; Reichman et al, 2021; Lion et al, 2022). These studies describe an underlying set of principles for undertaking equity-based quality improvement work, rather than a systematic step-by-step approach, and there is a lack of literature in UK contexts. Overall, equity has remained notably absent from the practical application of quality improvement (Wyatt et al, 2016). Without a dedicated focus on equity, quality improvement work can become a one-size-fits-all intervention that may be ineffective for disadvantaged groups and lead to worsening inequalities (Weinick and Hasnain-Wynia, 2011).

This article outlines how quality improvement can be used to tackle health inequity based on the authors’ experience of supporting teams in an NHS trust. It presents a case for using quality improvement as a method for practically addressing inequity, close to the point at which the inequity is experienced. The authors aim to demonstrate how organisations can use quality improvement to tackle inequity, key factors for success and areas of potential future exploration in this field.

**Methods**

East London NHS Foundation Trust (ELFT) provides mental health, community health, primary and specialist care services to around 1.9 million people in 120 different sites, spread across Tower Hamlets, City of London, Hackney and Newham in East London, and Luton and Bedfordshire. The population is highly diverse in terms of demographic, social and economic characteristics, with high levels of deprivation in some areas (ELFT, 2023). The trust has been using quality improvement since 2014 to tackle complex problems, including violence on inpatient wards, patient access and flow, joy in work and population health.

ELFT uses the Model for Improvement approach to quality improvement (Langley et al, 2009). All improvement work at the trust follows a standard five-step sequence of improvement:

1. Identification of the quality issue
2. Understanding the problem
3. Developing a strategy and change ideas
4. Testing
5. Implementation and sustaining the gains.

To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt to use the sequence of improvement to tackle inequity.

**Step one: identify the equity gap**

Initially, teams need to understand the target population experiencing the issue. This population group could be characterised by various factors, such as demographics, patterns of service use (eg number of acute visits, medications), geographical location and social factors (eg income level, housing status, employment status). Such data can be obtained via routinely collected data held in trust databases. Teams at ELFT disaggregated data via demographic characteristics, including age, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, postcode, employment and deprivation status. The data were examined to determine whether certain groups of people have poorer access to services, experience of care, or outcomes.

Teams used a reference group to compare the population of interest against (Wyatt et al, 2016). Reference groups could be the group with the best outcomes, or include risk-adjusted
approaches (Keppel et al, 2005). For example, an ELFT community mental health team in Tower Hamlets looked at the waiting times from first assessment by deprivation decile. This allowed them to identify a specific subgroup of their population living in the bottom 20%, which was overrepresented among those waiting the longest for an assessment. Meanwhile, a team from Newham, who provide secondary psychological support for conditions such as complex depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder and personality disorders used a pareto chart to help them identify referrals by ethnicity (Figure 1). This allowed them to identify if any groups were underrepresented.

Table 1 gives examples of populations and equity issues identified by teams as the focus of their quality improvement project.

**Step two: understand the equity gap**

To understand the identified issues, teams needed to explore systemic factors that contribute to it and the assets that they would work with. Common quality improvement tools such as process maps and fishbone diagrams were used to achieve this. Based on learning from helping teams to use quality improvement to support population health work (Shah et al, 2021), the trust also encouraged teams to undertake of a three-part data review to help them understand the inequities and lay a solid foundation for the quality improvement work (Wyatt et al, 2016). This method involves reviewing available service and public health data, seeking input from those working with and supporting the population, and learning from people with lived experience.

**Figure 1.** Pareto chart of referrals by ethnicity from a psychological therapy service in Newham.
The teams began by reviewing data that were already collected by their organisation, such as patient records, complaints, patient experience and service use data. Wider public health and census data were also consulted to identify differential patterns of care and outcomes for populations. The teams spoke to people who work with and support the population, such as staff, voluntary and community organisations, to understand the needs and perspectives of the population, identify barriers to care and develop solutions. Teams also reached out to people with lived experiences of inequity to understand the impact on their lives, identify the assets that the community already possessed and develop feasible solutions.

For example, the child and adolescent mental health services team in Luton are engaged in an ongoing effort to improve mental health outcomes for children and young people in the most deprived parts of the community. Luton Borough Council’s (2021) mental health needs assessment for young people showed that the area had the highest rate of deprivation in the east of England. The team also looked at the annual school health education survey, which showed increases in self-reported low self-esteem, anxiety and dissatisfaction with life among children and young people in Luton (Luton Borough Council, 2021). The team then gathered information from 65 young people, four parents and 19 staff from local schools through a series of surveys, interviews and focus groups. This helped them to understand the key themes that were important to this population, which included having healthy resilient families, children and young people enjoying their communities, improved working between partner agencies and effective pathways to support children and young people in need.

### Step three: develop a strategy and change ideas

With a greater understanding of the equity gap being tackled, the teams could form an aim statement to create a shared purpose and specify the quality standards, boundaries and timescale of the work (Langley et al, 2009). When using quality improvement to pursue equity, it is important to name both the inequity and the group experiencing it in the aim statement (Reichman et al, 2021). Examples of aims statements include:

- To achieve a 50% recovery rate for Bangladeshi patients accessing talking therapies by 31 March 2024
- To reduce the number of recorded incidents against LGBTQ+ patients on an inpatient ward by 50% by December 2023
- To increase referrals to talking therapies for young Black men aged 18–25 years from 1.5% to 1.8% by December 2023.

Driver diagrams, or theories of change, were then created to provide a one-page visual description of the key drivers and change ideas that were believed to help the teams achieve...
their aims (Provost and Bennet, 2015). Drivers are categorised as primary or secondary, describing the key structures, processes and culture that need to be influenced to meet the aim (Provost and Bennet, 2015). This part of the process is particularly important for equity work, where the causes of problems are multifaceted (Whitehead and Dahlgren, 1991) and combinations of interventions across personal, relational, community and societal levels are needed (Richard et al, 2011; Paskett et al, 2016).

The teams drew on the work done to understand the equity gap and best practice interventions from the wider evidence base to help them formulate a driver diagram and change ideas. Teams were supported to create the driver diagrams through a facilitated exercise using the nominal group technique to help bring about effective group decision making (Gallagher et al, 1993). This gave team members an opportunity to generate ideas, making the process more democratic. All ideas were then clustered into groups to create the driver diagram. This process was usually completed over the course of one session, either in person or virtually, using collaborative tools such as Google jamboard or Microsoft whiteboard.

For example, the Newham talking therapies service identified that Black men aged 18–25 years were underrepresented in their service compared to the wider population. This corresponded with the wider literature that they reviewed, indicating that Black men are more likely to encounter mental health services in crisis or be admitted to inpatient care via the justice system rather than through primary psychological care (Henderson et al, 2015; Darko, 2021). Working with staff and service users, and using evidence from the research literature, the team developed a driver diagram (Figure 2) to show the set of activities that they believed would help to improve access for this group.

This team’s theory of change identified a range of different interventions, covering different parts of the system. For example, stigma has been reported as a barrier for young Black men in seeking mental health support (Watkins and Neighbors, 2007), so this was identified as a primary driver. Meanwhile, the change ideas focus on working with local leaders and using existing safe spaces (such as barbers), as these strategies have been effective in engaging with this community (Devonport et al, 2022; Ogborn et al, 2022).

Figure 2. Driver diagram from a quality improvement project aiming to increase referrals for young Black men to the Newham talking therapies service.
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Several of the interventions suggested in Figure 2 were aimed at structural change, such as staff being more representative of the community or tackling assumptions about therapy, which is important in tackling healthcare inequities (Green et al., 2010).

Once the driver diagram was formulated, the teams needed to develop a robust measurement plan to track where they were making improvements. These plans included outcome, process and balancing measures (Provost and Murray, 2022). Outcome measures are directly linked to the aim, providing an indication of whether progress is being made towards the overall goal of the work. Process measures are link to the parts of the system or interventions being influenced or worked on. Balancing measures are related to unexpected consequences, both positive and negative, that might occur as part of the work (Lloyd, 2017).

The choice of measures used by the teams depended on the topic and focus of their specific quality improvement project. For example, a team that aimed to increase the number of referrals to a service that provides psychological support to women from ethnic minority backgrounds with extreme fear of childbirth (tokophobia) used the percentage of referrals that were for ethnic minority women as an outcome measure. The process measure was the tokophobia fear score for each individual patient using a standardised scale. The balancing measure was the average waiting time from referral to first appointment.

**Step four: test change ideas**

Change ideas were tested using plan-do-study-act cycles. As the projects described here focused on equity, the teams found it helpful to consider if they were testing ideas that mattered most to the population, whether the interventions being tested could generate further inequalities and whether the intervention closed, increased or maintained the identified equity gap.

Where possible, the teams viewed data over time using statistical process control charts to help them understand the variations in their data using standard rules, so that they could take appropriate action. The basis of statistical process control charts is that the data have both common-cause and special-cause variation (Provost, 2011). These data were supplemented with simple qualitative data at the plan-do-study-act level to help the teams understand the impact of the intervention and/or the experience of the intervention from the target population’s perspective (Shah, 2019). This allowed the teams to ensure that they were testing ideas that were important to those experiencing inequities.

For example, a team based at an inpatient female forensic ward in Hackney aimed to increase cervical screening rates of patients on the ward. Despite being offered screening tests, many of the women did not come forward. The team developed a short survey that asked women about their experiences with cervical screening. Feedback from this survey revealed that, for many, it reminded them of previous sexual trauma. The team decided to tackle this by holding therapeutic groups for the women to talk about their experiences.

**Step five: implementation**

The implementation stage should take place after testing has demonstrated that a change has led to a sustained improvement (Langley et al., 2009). Core activities for implementing work after testing include:

- Standardisation, using policies and procedures
- Documentation, to describe the new approach to standard work
- Training, to share learning about the changes made
- Measurement, to ensure that the changes are being carried out
- Resources, to maintain the change
- The social dimension of change, to support continued engagement and collective leadership of the change (Langley et al., 2009).

An example of an ELFT team that reached the implementation stage is an inpatient forensic ward team that aimed to reduce incidents of racism towards staff. They successfully tested and then implemented a ‘safety cross’ to publicly record incidents. A safety cross is a visual tool that was originally developed as part of ELFT’s violence reduction project, and was shown to reduce incidents of violence and aggression in a ward environment (Taylor-Watt et al., 2017). It is used to record different types of aggression at different times of the day with coloured dots used to indicate different types of violence. The safety cross was standardised on the ward, with a standard definition of what constituted a racist
incident and a standard visual system to denote a racist incident (a grey dot). Both staff and service users were able to place a grey dot on the safety cross following an incident. The cross was displayed in the staff room, with service users presenting it at weekly meetings, as the team felt that this would empower service users and further emphasise the scale of the problem. These processes were clearly documented on the ward, added to the ward’s standard operating procedure and induction packs. New staff members and service users were trained in the use of the safety cross as part of their induction to the ward. The team continued to measure the use of the safety cross via their visual management board, with the number of racist incidents displayed on a statistical process control chart.

Results
At the time of writing (December 2023), five teams at ELFT have shown sustainable results over time with the use of quality improvement to tackle inequities. Three of these projects are presented as case studies.

Reducing racism on an inpatient forensic mental health ward
A team at East India ward, a forensic inpatient unit for people learning disabilities in Hackney, aimed to reduce incidents of racism experienced by staff and service users by 75%. A team comprising ward staff (nurses, managers, psychiatrists and allied health professionals) and service users was formed. First, a short survey of staff and service users was conducted, asking about their perceptions of the frequency, source and impact of racism on the ward for both staff and service users. The team worked together to produce a fishbone diagram (Figure 3) to articulate the potential causes of racism on the ward. They also held a facilitated session to come together and understand what some of the contributory factors towards racism on the ward might be.

A driver diagram was developed, including several change ideas that were tested using plan-do-study-act cycles. The first change idea was the development of a post-racist incident action plan, designed as a flow chart to highlight the key steps that should happen following...
a racist incident on the ward, with actions dependent on the source of racism. These steps included a crisis meeting between staff on the ward, with the affected individual/s being seen by senior management immediately after the incident. The second change idea tested was the use of a safety cross to record incidents of racial violence. Both staff and service users could mark incidents of violence on the cross, with it being reviewed several times a day at safety huddles. In this project, the safety cross was adapted to include a grey dot to signify a racist incident. The third change idea tested was the delivery of racial trauma and bias training, which was co-designed by staff and service users.

The outcome measure for the work was the number of incidents of racism reported each fortnight on the ward and was displayed over time on a control chart (Figure 4). The baseline period ran from 10 August 2020 to 21 September 2020. During the baseline period, there was an average of two incidents of racial aggression per fortnight. By the end of the project in January 2021, this figure had reduced to an average of 0.3 incidents per fortnight, representing an 85% reduction.

**Improving access to an early intervention service among people of ethnic minority backgrounds**

In Tower Hamlets, an early-intervention service for people aged 18–35 years with psychosis sought to increase access for ethnic minority individuals by 8%. A project team was formed by service staff and co-led by service users from the target population, with the team meeting every fortnight. To ensure effective co-production, a buddy system was established so that service users could connect with a staff member of a similar culture to offer contributions to the project team. To understand the problem, the team looked at their routinely collected service data. This highlighted that service users from ethnic minority backgrounds were less likely to access the service than those from a white background, a situation that had been identified in previous research (Schlief et al, 2023).

The project team developed a driver diagram with a range of change ideas, two of which were tested using plan-do-study-act cycles. The first was to identify individuals from ethnic minority backgrounds who had been recently discharged from inpatient mental health wards and invite them to be seen by the service, as the team hypothesised that these individuals would be more likely to seek treatment following an inpatient stay. The second change idea tested was to develop a family therapy offer for the target population. This is also part of National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (2014) guidelines. The aim of this family therapy offering was to help service users and their families to understand the illness and its management to increase coping mechanisms (Edge et al, 2016).

![Figure 4. C-chart showing the number of racist incidents occurring per month on East India Ward, Hackney. LCL=lower confidence limit; UCL=upper confidence limit.](image-url)
The outcome measure for the project was the percentage of service users accessing the service who were from ethnic minority backgrounds, which was displayed on a P-chart (Figure 5), the appropriate statistical process control chart for classification data (Provost and Murray, 2022). The baseline period ran between January 2020 and June 2020, showing that on average 67% of people accessing the service were from ethnic minority backgrounds. By the end of the project, this had increased to an average of 85%.

**Increasing cervical screening rates**

A team from a GP service in Bedford worked to increase the percentage of eligible women accessing NHS cervical screening. Using data from the NHS England GP practice data dashboard (NHS Digital, 2023), the team identified that women aged 24–49 years were less likely to attend cervical screening than women aged 50–64 years in this area. The team, which included service users from the target population, developed a fishbone diagram to understand key causes of this gap, which included communication barriers, cultural stigma, lack of access to services and limited knowledge about the importance of screening. From this the team were able to develop a driver diagram, which included best practice from research and the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guidelines, and identify several change ideas.

The first idea tested was to hold screening clinics in the evenings and at weekends to cater to different work patterns. The second change idea was to develop a set of educational materials, such as leaflets and visual aids, explaining what to expect during screening. These were translated into several languages to accommodate the diverse population group. Third, the team tested the use of personalised letters from GPs directly to patients to remind them of their appointments. The fourth idea was to tailor screening appointments to specific needs, such as by training staff to support service users with learning disabilities and offer a self-sampling screening programme where people could collect samples in their own home.

The team’s outcome measure was the percentage of eligible service users receiving cervical screening stratified by the two age groups of interest: 24–49 years and 50–64 years. Data were displayed on a line chart to compare the gap between the two groups (Figure 6). For women aged 24–49 years, 54% received screening at the beginning of the project, increasing to 68% by the end. For women aged 50–64, 62% received screening at the beginning of the project, increasing to 71% at the end. While screening rates for both groups increased, the gap between the two age groups reduced from 8% to 3%.

---

**Figure 5.** P-chart showing the percentage of service users accessing Tower Hamlets’ early intervention service who are of Black, Asian or minority ethnic (BAME) backgrounds. LCL=lower confidence limit; UCL=upper confidence limit.

---
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Discussion

From the authors’ experience of supporting teams to use quality improvement to tackle inequity, several key learning points have emerged.

Teams need to work with communities that experience inequities to co-produce solutions (Delgado et al., 2021; Lion et al., 2022). Two of the case studies presented in this article provide examples of effective co-production in practice, which support previous evidence suggesting that engagement and coproduction with those from marginalised communities should be a prerequisite for equity work, and can lead to better outcomes (Cyril et al., 2015). The mental health forensic ward team described in this study noted that involving service users from early in the work was key to their success in reducing racist incidents by 92%.

Exploring available data early in the improvement process is also fundamental to identifying what the quality issue is and to support decision making throughout the work. The authors’ experience indicates that initial data should come from multiple sources, with a data review that triangulates information from those experiencing the inequity, those delivering care and any pre-existing population or service data. Such an approach is commonly used to understand the needs and assets of a population, and can help to build a picture of who the improvement team seeks to work with and why the issue exists (Whittington et al., 2015; Ravaghi et al., 2023). Additionally, using data early on the improvement projects helped several teams to challenge their own assumptions around what they perceived to be equity issues. Several teams reported that they began the work with the intention of targeting a specific equity issue, but after analysing the data, they found that their initial area of focus was not actually the most important.

Analysing ongoing data over time can help to evaluate whether the changes tested have resulted in an improvement (Shah, 2019). Supporting teams to develop a measurement plan, including an outcome measure that is directly related to the experience of the service user, process measures related to the change ideas being tested and balancing measures to monitor unintended consequences, will ensure that improvements are evident, as well as providing important learning (Langley et al., 2009).

The use of data to compare outcomes, access and experiences between groups can also help teams to consider the gradient of health inequities. Focusing solely on those who are considered to have the poorest outcomes at the expense of all other groups may result in widening gaps elsewhere. Therefore, it is important to take a proportional, universal...
approach (Rose, 1992). The use of a range of measures and ways of presenting data, as described in the case studies, can help teams to consider if they are impacting the whole population, as well as the most vulnerable groups (Frohlich and Potvin, 2008).

As in previous quality improvement work, the role of leadership was crucial in supporting teams to make improvements, both at senior leadership and microsystem level (Kaplan et al., 2012; Zamboni et al., 2020). At first, teams codesigning with staff and service users may find it challenging to discuss issues relating to equity, especially where historic injustices exist. Such injustices are well documented within the literature and can create significant barriers to access, outcomes and experiences for underserved communities (Bansal et al., 2022). This can impact authentic coproduction, making it challenging to know how to take meaningful action (Peek et al., 2020). Therefore, leaders must create a psychologically safe space for all team members, guaranteeing care, respect and inclusiveness, so they can safely explore the issues around inequity (Peek et al., 2020). Team members should be encouraged to reflect critically on their own mental models and assumptions about the world (Moll et al., 2020) and how this might impact the care they deliver (Butler et al., 2022). In the case of the inpatient ward tackling racism described in this article, the support of the chief nurse in acknowledging that racism was an issue made the team feel able to continue with their work.

As part of this, leaders may need to ask if the right people are in the room to take the issue forward – this should include those who are affected by the issue, and those who affect it. Leaders may need to help teams determine whether diversity is represented and to recognise that people may not have only one sociodemographic characteristic (O’Kane et al., 2021).

Bringing people together to share learning is an important facet of quality improvement work (Nembhard, 2009). Teams tackling equity issues at ELFT are part of a learning system, where they are brought together to learn, share stories of the work and problem solve together. Adopting such an approach is important, as improvement is a collective effort that requires the sharing of ideas towards common problems (Reed et al., 2018). This collective sharing can help teams to develop an increased sense of agency to change when observing other people exercising power to make changes (Hilton and Anderson, 2018).

In a short (unpublished) evaluation of the support offered to teams undertaking equity work at ELFT, community was felt to be important, with individuals suggesting that ‘connections with others, in and out of sessions and problem solving together’ and ‘linking with a team doing similar work’ were key enablers of the work. This is supported by other work at ELFT, which has also demonstrated the benefits of bringing teams together to share learning as part of a wider community (Stafford et al., 2020; Aurelio et al., 2022).

Implications for further research
Quality improvement offers a range of different designs for effective testing, including quasi-experimental approaches that allow teams to test combinations of interventions in intentionally designed multifactorial experiments (Speroff and O’Connor, 2004). Such approaches could be beneficial for organisations trying to tackle equity issues, where it is likely that a combination of interventions at multiple levels will be needed to make improvements (Trickett and Beehler, 2023).

As integrated care systems are now statutory in the English NHS, working in partnership across the system has become even more necessary. Integrated care systems have an explicit responsibility to address inequity. Given the multifactorial nature of the social determinants of health and wellbeing, healthcare services alone will not be able to solve these issues (Whitehead and Dahlgren, 1991); they must work in partnership with other key actors, including local government, schools and the voluntary, community and social enterprise sector, to address inequities (Delgado et al., 2021). Quality improvement can provide a helpful method and organising framework to bring a range of organisations together under a common aim.

Limitations
One key limitation of this study is that, as with most quality improvement work, the knowledge produced is largely local, so the authors cannot determine how generalisable the interventions described in the examples would be. If others wished to adopt the
interventions in their own settings, they would need to use quality improvement methods such as plan-do-study-act cycles to test them locally and adapt where required.

The use of plan-do-study-act cycles relies largely on self-reported information recording from staff. As a result, it is possible that some learning points not being recorded that may have been useful to other teams. This is a wider issue noted in the field of quality improvement (Taylor et al, 2014). It is also difficult to ascertain the exact dates on which the change ideas were first tested in the case studies described. Because of lack of data, it was only possible to annotate the control charts to help understand the impact of the change ideas in further detail in one of the case studies, based in the Tower Hamlets early intervention service.

It is worth noting that ELFT has been using quality improvement for 10 years, and has developed systems, structures, processes and capability organisation-wide that has allowed this to become the default approach to solving complex problems. As such, other organisations would need to consider their own capabilities and experience with quality improvement when determining how to use the methods described in this article. For example, many organisations do not have a large body of people trained in quality improvement, or in the advanced methods of coaching quality improvement to support work, as ELFT does (Frasquilho et al, 2023).

**Conclusions**

This article has described the application of quality improvement by those working at the point of care to pursue equity. A five-step approach was used to enable teams comprised of staff and service users at the point of care to pursue equity. This approach involves identifying the quality issues, developing a deep understanding of those issues, creating a strategy and change ideas, testing change ideas and delivering effective implementation. This work included highlighted the need to coproduce improvement work with the communities experiencing the inequity, and to use a range of data to assess whether an improvement has been achieved. It also emphasised the role of leadership in creating the conditions necessary for change and developing a sense of community among teams doing this work. Such an approach is scalable across the system and can provide a common method and language to achieve improvements in equity.
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